Abstract. A central goal of this paper is to present a new account of improper-movement phenomena based on ChomskyÕs (2007ChomskyÕs ( , 2008 phase-based derivational approach. We claim that improper movement is excluded by virtue of Agree failure between a moving element and a finite T as a consequence of ''feature-splitting'' Internal Merge, which we argue is the most (or at least a very) natural implementation of ChomskyÕs /-feature-inheritance system and RichardsÕs (2007) value-transfer-simultaneity analysis. This analysis has a number of empirical and theoretical consequences: (i) regarding the explanation of A¢-opacity/-transparency intervention effects (Rezac 2003 , Carstens 2005 ); (ii) the possible elimination, or reduction in scope, of the Activity Condition; and (iii) the possible characterization of A/A¢-position types solely in terms of categorial features. Moreover, we propose that (iv) the ban on improper movement is, in fact, not universal but is morphologically parameterized (at least) between English and the Bantu language Kilega.
Introduction
A central goal of this paper is to present a new generalized, parameterized, and agreement-based account of improper-movement phenomena (first discussed in Chomsky 1973) , as in (1c)/(2).
(1) a. John seems to be intelligent.
b. It seems that John is intelligent. c. *John seems (that) is intelligent. Although MayÕs (1979) Condition C analysis and FukuiÕs (1993) Chain Uniformity analyses are both insightful and intriguing, the account we present here is based only on derivational and local computations as exemplified particularly in ChomskyÕs (2007, 2008) phase-based derivational approach.
1 This paper is a revised and extended version of Obata & Epstein 2008a . Aspects of this work were presented at the Crash-Proof Grammar conference (February 2008 ), GLOW 31 (March 2008 , and WCCFL 27 (May 2008) . We would like to thank the audiences at those conferences for insightful comments and suggestions. Also, we are very grateful to two anonymous Syntax reviewers, Klaus Abels, Christopher Becker, Ž eljko Bošković, Cedric Boeckx, Noam Chomsky, Betty McNulty Epstein, Gerardo Fernández-Salgueiro, Catherine Fortin, Samuel Gutmann, Mark Hale, Jason Merchant, Chizuru Nakao, Acrisio Pires, Mike Putnam, Koji Sugisaki, Takashi Toyoshima, Jan-Wouter Zwart, and especially to Vicki Carstens, Hisatsugu Kitahara, Milan Rezac, and Daniel Seely for extremely valuable and helpful discussion, suggestions, and comments.
1 For other universal prohibitions against ''improper movement,'' see Abels 2007 and Williams 2002 . In this paper, we argue that the legitimacy of improper movement is parameterized, and we suggest that accounts based on universals, including the fixed architecture of UG, are too restrictive.
We claim that improper movement is excluded by virtue of Agree failure between a moving element and a finite T as a consequence of ''feature-splitting'' Internal Merge. We propose feature splitting as the most (or at least a very) natural implementation of ChomskyÕs /-feature-inheritance system and RichardsÕs (2007) valuetransfer simultaneity. Additionally, this analysis is empirically supported by and seeks to explain, without stipulation, A¢-opacity intervention effects as discussed in Rezac 2003 . Furthermore, the proposed account enables us to rule out improper movement without appealing to the arguably stipulative Activity Condition (see Nevins 2005 and Bošković 2007 for empirical arguments against the Activity Condition).
2 One of the potentially intriguing consequences of our analysis is that it might enable us to recapture A/A¢-position types in terms of ''features'' on categories-specifically, the presence or absence of /-features. We also claim that improper movement is, in fact, parameterized (not universally excluded), in contrast to previous approaches. Data from Bantu languages such as Kilega and Lusaamia (Carstens 2005 (Carstens , 2008 suggest to us that there are certain relations between C-agreement phenomena and ''proper'' improper movement.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews some theoretical background and presents the feature-split analysis. Section 3 illustrates how feature split works, particularly with regard to bans on improper movement, and also articulates several empirical and theoretical consequences of our proposal including the A/A¢ distinction. Section 4 extends the data to Bantu languages and discusses the parameterization of (the morphosyntactic phenomena of) feature split. Section 5 concludes our study.
The Logic of Feature Splitting
2.1 Chomsky's (2007 Chomsky's ( , 2008 Feature-Inheritance System In this section, we consider ChomskyÕs (2007, 2008) feature-inheritance system and reveal new aspects of its predictive content. Since On phases (2008), the treatment of T (and also V) has radically changed: T does not bear /-features inherently, but rather inherits them from C.
3 Consequently, T cannot operate as a probe until C is introduced into the derivation. This feature-inheritance analysis from C to T makes it possible to nonlexically distinguish a finite/control T from the one appearing with raising predicates. T in raising predicates is not selected by C, so T does not inherit /-features. Lacking /-features, the T appearing with raising predicates does not have the ability to value Case. That is, the availability of C determines the potential of T. Therefore, we no longer need to stipulate that the lexicon contains two different Ts. Rather, the features of the sole lexical T are determined ''functionally'' by the 2 In this paper, we pursue an account without appeal to the Activity Condition. (See Chomsky 2007:fn. 31 for an attempt to eliminate or reduce appeal to the Activity Condition). Although there are still cases that the Activity Condition explains well, the attempt to eliminate the condition, we believe, contributes to constructing a theory with fewer UG-specific properties and perhaps stipulations. 3 We assume that the same feature-inheritance system applies to v/V, following Chomsky 2007 Chomsky , 2008 : V inherits its features from v. For the limited scope of this paper, however, we mainly focus on C-to-T inheritance.
(selectional) context in which the T appears. Crucially, under this system, movement to Spec,CP and to Spec,TP takes place simultaneously and independently. (See Chomsky 2007 and for more details.) This analysis, whereby certain movements to Spec,CP do not proceed through Spec,TP (more generally, A-movement does not feed A¢-movement), is empirically motivated to account for asymmetries in the suppression of subject condition effects as presented in Chomsky 2008. This system clarifies the possible status of T as a phase head: phases are only CP and vP, but not T in that it does not have the ability to serve as a probe by itself.
We adopt the feature-inheritance system in the following discussion and further consider its implications. A fundamental question concerning this system still remains unanswered: How/why do features on C get inherited by T? Richards (2007) claims that all of the uninterpretable features (henceforth [uF] ) on C are sent to T as a necessary precondition for convergence. He deduces this from ChomskyÕs system of feature-valuation and the timing of Transfer, whereby representations generated in the narrow syntax are ''sent to'' the interfaces. According to RichardsÕs argument, Transfer (i.e., transfer to the interfaces) and feature valuation must occur simultaneously for convergence. That is, one operation can neither precede nor follow the other. If Transfer applies before feature valuation, [uF] If transferred to the interface unvalued, uninterpretable features will cause the derivation to crash. Hence both interface conditions require that they cannot be valued after Transfer.…Furthermore, [Transfer] cannot take place after the phase level at which they are valued, because once valued, they are indistinguishable at the next phase level from interpretable features, hence will not be deleted before reaching the ConceptualIntentional (CI) interface. It follows that they must be valued at the phase level where they are transferred, that is, at the point where all operations within the phase take place and the Transfer operation therefore ''knows'' that the feature that has just been valued is uninterpretable and has to be erased at (or before) CI.
That is, valued [uF] has to be deleted by Transfer early enough for the computational system to distinguish it from inherently interpretable features [iF] . This entails that valuation and Transfer must occur simultaneously for a derivation to converge. Given this argument, Richards (2007) suggests that [uF] cannot remain on C but has to be discharged to T. This is because Transfer of a phase edge (including C) is suspended until the domain of the next higher phase is transferred, based on the Transfer/Spellout system suggested in Chomsky 2000. But syntactically valued features appearing at the edge (such as valued [u/] on C, which would appear if C did not transfer its / to T) are valued [uF] . These valued [uF] are indistinguishable from inherently interpretable features [iF] . Transfer will not know to remove them at the next phase level, and the derivation will crash. Therefore, Richards argues, convergence is possible only when all of the valued [uF] are included in the domain of a phase. This is precisely what C-to-T feature inheritance accomplishes. 4 This analysis of simultaneity of Transfer and feature valuation has an interesting implication. Richards only focused on features on a phase head (probe), so that feature inheritance must happen for convergence. But, what about goals such as DP? DP also bears [uF] , namely [uCase] , which is valued by T (or V). If a phase head (which, by definition, occupies the edge) is not allowed to bear valued [uF] , the same should be true of elements moved to phase-edge positions, because Transfer of these objects is also suspended until the domain of the next higher phase. 5, 6 In the next section, we will address this issue and propose a new analysis. One might think that languages that have C-agreement are problematic for this view in that C cannot trigger Agree because it lacks [uF] given feature inheritance from C to T. We will discuss this issue later in this paper.
5 A reviewer pointed out a potential problem with our extension of Richards 2007 to [uCase] on moving elements: As opposed to /-features, Case features do not have the interpretable counterpart, so that valued [uCase] is never confused with [iCase], which does not exist. However, we assume, following Chomsky, that Transfer just ''blindly'' eliminates valued [uF] unless some additional mechanisms-such as Transfer ''knowing'' the (look-ahead) CI interpretability of features-are stipulated. In other words, Transfer only ''sees'' that feature values [uF] or [iF] because interpretability is the concern of only the interfaces (see Epstein et al. 1998 ). Also, it seems far from clear that there is no [iCase] if inherent Case is taken into account.
6 See Obata 2009 for potential exceptions to this assumption in matrix clauses. 7 In later discussion, we will assume that features are inherited before Agree takes place, following ChomskyÕs original claim. 8 We will ignore the accusative Case assignment to make the discussion simpler. What mechanism makes it possible that valued [uCase] on who at the edge of vP is not copied to the edge of CP? Recall that T can work as a probe only by receiving features from C. After features are inherited from C, T finally begins to work as a probe. Then, as exemplified in (3b), the edge feature on C and on T each independently attracts the single element who occupying the edge of vP, which explains the suppression of Subject Condition effects (because A-movement does not feed A¢-movement). (See Chomsky 2008:10 for more detail.) What happens in the simultaneous attraction of the single element by these two different heads? We propose that features on the attractee are ''split'' into the two different landing sites (= feature splitting).
As a consequence of this simultaneous attraction by C and T, features on who are decomposed into the two positions as displayed above. ChomskyÕs (2007:24) characterization of the A/A¢ distinction: ''A-movement is IM (internal merge) contingent on probe by uninterpretable inflectional features, while A¢-movement is IM driven by EF.'' In other words, an A-position is one that results from attraction by the edge feature under Agree, in contrast to A¢-movement, which is triggered solely by the edge feature. The difference between A and A¢-movement has been widely accepted. Feature splitting, whereby T attracts only features that it agreed with, enables us to capture (derivationally) two different types of movement. In this sense, our featuresplit analysis is a natural implementation of ChomskyÕs A/A¢ distinction and is deduced from the (explicable) prohibition against valued [uF] on the edge. Note also that if interpretation is at the interface-these distinct features allow us to featurally represent A versus A¢ in the interface representation, which presumably does not have access to the movement type that created the position ''back in'' the narrow syntax. In this sense, perhaps feature splitting is the narrow syntax optimally exploiting independent mechanisms (Agree vs. pure edge attraction) to featurally distinguish position types, rendering stipulative position-type definitions (e.g., ''Spec,CP = A¢-position, and Spec,TP = A-position'') eliminable.
As for the second question, a single feature or featural subset can be regarded as a maximal projection under bare phrase structure: ''a category that does not project any further is a maximal projection XP and one that is not a projection at all is a minimal projection X 0 '' (Chomsky 1995b:396) . In the configuration of (4), the moved [wh] D max does not project further at the edge of CP and at Spec,TP. Therefore, those split features can be regarded as maximal projections in their own right. In this sense, our analysis also lends support for bare phrase structure. 11 Notice that feature split violates neither the inclusiveness condition nor the no-tampering condition. Feature split involves no new features but only splits existing features observing the former condition. With respect to the latter condition, in the configuration of (4), [Q] is internally merged by C. The no-tampering condition says that merge of [Q] and C leaves the two syntactic objects unchanged. Feature split only makes it possible that [Q] moves separately from [/] and [Case] , so that it does not affect the merged syntactic objects. That is, feature split is compatible with these two conditions.
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In a nutshell, for RichardsÕs deduction based on ChomskyÕs system to go through, there is a need to avoid the appearance of valued [uF] on a phase head (RichardsÕs deduction of inheritance) and, as we note here, there is entailed a more general prohibition against any valued [uF] including those of a goal appearing at an edge position. As for a phase head probe, ChomskyÕs feature-inheritance system forces those features on C to lower to T. Regarding goals internally-merged to phase edges, our analysis splits off valued [uCase] , and just like C-to-T feature inheritance (deduced by Richards), keeps valued [uF] ''off the edge'' and within the transferred phase head complement ensuring convergence hence empirical adequacy. In the next section, we present empirical and theoretical advantages provided by the feature-split analysis by considering improper-movement phenomena as a case study.
Improper Movement as an Agreement-Failure Phenomenon Causing Featural Crash

Agreement Failure of T
In this section, we demonstrate how the ban on improper movement is recaptured locally under the current phase-based derivational approach equipped with feature splitting (without appeal to unbounded dependencies expressed by Condition C and Chain-based approaches, and without appeal to the Activity Condition). There are two types of improper movement. Consider (5), for example.
(5) a. *Who seems it is likely to leave? b. *Who seems will leave?
In (5a), [uCase] on who is valued after movement to the edge of the embedded CP. By contrast, [uCase] on who in (5b) is valued before movement to the edge of the embedded CP. The former case can be explained by saying that [uCase] on who is transferred unvalued along with the lowest TP, which causes crash of the derivation. The same scenario does not go through for the latter case because [uCase] on who is properly valued by the embedded T. Let us see how the latter case is derived under the feature-splitting approach (indices on who for expository purposes only):
(6) *Who seems will leave? a. Embedded vP
c. Matrix CP CP C [EF] [ TP T [uφ] 
Embedded-TP Transfer
In (6a), the embedded subject who is externally merged into Spec,vP. In (6b), after embedded T /-agrees with who, the edge feature on C and on T each attracts the single element who occupying Spec,vP. As mentioned in the last section, T attracts only a featural subset of who that it agreed with and C attracts the rest. That is, features on who are split into the edge of CP and Spec,TP: [uCase]/[i/] move to Spec,TP while [Q] moves to the edge of CP. Then, the embedded TP is transferred and the derivation goes on to the matrix clause. In (6c), [u/] on the matrix T seeks a Matching Goal with [i/]. However, who at the edge of the embedded CP has already lost [i/] as a consequence of feature split. Additionally, who at the embedded Spec,TP is not in the minimal search domain of the matrix T because of the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC).
12 Therefore, [u/] on matrix T is not valued, which causes crash of the derivation. The derivation in (6) is excluded as desired.
13
What happens in analyses lacking feature split? If there is no feature split, it is predicted that who in Spec,CP still has its inherent [i/]. Therefore, in the configuration of (6c), the matrix T can /-agree with who in embedded Spec,CP. The derivation converges, 14 yielding the wrong prediction. What mechanism excludes this derivation if feature splitting is not assumed? A separate principle, namely the Activity Condition, needs to be stipulated, where the computational system cannot see elements that lack unvalued features. Thus, even if who at the edge of the embedded CP has [i/], there is no [uF] on it. Therefore, the Activity Condition prohibits the probe (i.e., the matrix T) from agreeing with the deactivated who. As a result, [u/] on the matrix T is not valued, which causes crash. If feature splitting does not exist, the Activity Condition is crucial for excluding such impropermovement phenomena. But the Activity Condition is a stipulation-that is, who in embedded Spec,CP bearing lexically inherent [i/] is in the minimal search domain of upstairs T and can value TÕs /-features under Match. In other words, feature splitting, which is naturally induced from ChomskyÕs system, enables us to explain improper movement without appeal to the SMT-violating Activity Condition. Given that Nevins (2005) demonstrates that the Activity Condition is empirically problematic, and partially redundant with PIC, our approach is arguably preferable in this respect.
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In this section, we demonstrated how improper movement is excluded as a direct consequence of the feature-split analysis. In the next section, we will suggest further empirical advantages obtained from our analysis.
A¢-Opacity Effects
As discussed in the last section, our idea of feature splitting makes it possible to exclude improper movement without appeal to the Activity Condition. The crucial property of feature splitting is that DP loses [i/] once it undergoes A¢-movement to an edge-position. DP lacking [i/] fails to value [u/] on an upstairs T, causing crash. This is what happens in the improper-movement derivation. Additionally, the idea of ''no [/] at the edge'' of a phase enables us to capture so-called A¢-opacity effects (Rezac 2003) : elements bearing /-features at A¢-positions do not block Agree occurring between A-positions. 16 As an illustration, consider the following data from Icelandic:
the-boys had no rock thrown in the-cars ÔThe boys had thrown no rocks at the cars.Õ (Svenonius 2000) In (7), the derived position of engu grjóti intervenes (in the minimal search command ''path'') between T and the in-situ position of the subject strákarnir (t 2 ) with /-features. Nonetheless, engu grjóti is (somehow) invisible as an intervener to /-agreement applying between T and the subject (i.e., nominative assignment (8) undergoes further movement to the edge of CP, /-agreement between T and the subject John is, as a result, viable by virtue of ignoring the intervener-copy of who. More precisely, the analysis refers to phonological features on what cars, and claims that, if the intervening element has no phonological features, T-agreement is not blocked. However, it is not clear to us why or how /-agreement applying in the narrow syntax (not in the phonological component) cares about or can detect phonological features without narrow syntax look-ahead to the phonological component. 17, 18 That is, it is not clear how the computational system ''knows'' that what cars moves further (given copy theory) or stays in situ at the narrow syntaxinternal time of T agreement with the subject, an operation that precedes the determination of which parts of the wh-chain will be ±phonological (nor is it clear to us why in general Agree intervention effects should be sensitive to the presence vs. absence of phonological features at all). Our system of feature splitting explains these phenomena (without look-ahead or Agree-sensitivity to intervening phonological features) by hypothesizing that elements attracted by the edge feature on phase heads, C or v, cannot keep their /-features. If an intervening element has no /-features, it does not serve as a blocker of /-agreement. In this sense, we can say that our analysis unifies improper movement and A¢-Opacity effects, explaining each as the result of the fact that A¢-elements lack /-features. 19 The data in (7)- (8) further support the feature-split analysis. 20, 21, 22 17 See Kitahara 2006 for more detailed discussion regarding this issue. 18 The problems regarding ChomskyÕs (2001) account appealing to phonological features are also pointed out in Richards 2004. 19 One might wonder how the current system deals with a sentence like Whom did you see? in that the topmost copy of whom has neither [Case] nor [/] , which are already split off in the course of the derivation, but still exhibits the Case morpheme -m. With respect to this problem, one might adopt Lasnik & SobinÕs (2000) analysis, where the addition of the morpheme -m is an independent operation of Case valuation. That is, -m is not an accusative Case morpheme accompanying Case valuation but rather is attached by an ''extra'' grammatical operation, which they call a ''grammatical virus.'' On the analyses of such examples, see also Chomsky 2007:18 and for a counterproposal, see Epstein, Kitahara & Seely 2008. 20 See Heck & Muller 2003 for (what an anonymous reviewer calls) an ''eventually possibly problematic paradigm'' regarding A¢-opacity. 21 A reviewer suggests that the same correct results follow from maintaining the activity condition, (a condition we seek to eliminate following Nevins 2005 , Chomsky 2007 , Bošković 2007 . The reviewer writes with respect to (7) and (8) that ''the activity condition straightforwardly rules out A¢-intervention. The A¢-intervener is simply /-inactive by virtue of already being Case-marked. '' In (8) , for example, we agree with the reviewer that the activity condition correctly prevents object agreement between T and (the inactivated) what cars. However, we disagree with the reviewer that the activity condition allows the necessary T-Subject agreement that is blocked in the configuration (8) by the defective intervention constraint in analyses lacking feature splitting. 22 Another type of data from Icelandic, pointed out by a reviewer, seems to be worth thinking about. Svenonius (2000) presents the following data involving quantifier movement in Icelandic.
(i) a. Á pró finu mun hann snast geta margt.
on the-test will he seem solve many ÔOn the test he will seem to be able to solve many [problems] .Õ b. Á pró finu mun hann margt snast geta.
on the-test will he many seem solve ÔOn the test he will seem to be able to solve many [problems] .Õ Here, the subject ÔheÕ moves from the subject position of ÔsolveÕ. Given that the moved quantifier ÔmanyÕ lands at the edge of a phase in (ib), the subject ÔheÕ is transferred before the matrix T agrees with it because ÔheÕ is included in a domain of the vP phase headed by ÔseemÕ. That is, our system predicts that this type of Icelandic data is wrongly ruled out.
However, though this is a problem for us, we think this is not a problem only for us but rather a general problem for this particular formulation of the timing of Transfer, as the reviewer also points out. Regardless of assuming feature splitting, these data cause a problem because as long as ÔmanyÕ lands at the phase edge, a domain including ÔheÕ is transferred along with [uCase] , causing crash. Although we find these data important, we will leave this issue for future research. (12) An A-position is a category bearing /-features, whereas an A¢-position is a category lacking /-features.
The definition in (12) is distinct from ChomskyÕs (1981) and Chomsky & LasnikÕs (1995) type of definitions in that we recapture position types in terms of /-features without appeal to nonfeatural position-typing stipulations. Another conceptual advantage is that the current definition no longer struggles with answering why position types matter in the CI representation under binary compositional interpretation of categories. Rather, it is preferable that interpretable /-features (or Q-features), which are all sent to the CI interface, not to the sensory-motor (SM) interface, play important roles for interpretation. In particular, traditional A/A¢-positions behave differently with respect to binding phenomena, which are presumably computed in the semantic component. It seems conceptually more plausible that the availability of /-features serves as the crucial factor in distinguishing the two kinds of positions. Also, in an interface representation, we cannot see that Spec,TP was earlier created by an Internal Merge operation applied in the narrow syntax in which T, then bearing uninterpretable features that are crucially absent in the convergent CI representation, probed DP. Recapturing A/A¢ distinctions in terms of features on goals, but not in terms of probes, enables the CI interface to detect the A/A¢ status of a certain element without appealing to features that were present in the narrow syntax but are absent in the CI representation. This is the crucial difference between our approach based on /-features on goals and ChomskyÕs (2007) (Lasnik & Stowell 1991:703) 24 An anonymous reviewer indicates that our approach based on availability of /-features predicts that the edge of the embedded CP is an A-position in a sentence like *Who seems it is likely to leave?, which we discussed in section 3.1.
[uCase] on who is not valued in the embedded clause, so that features on who are never split before moving to the edge of the embedded CP. That is, who lands at the edge of the embedded CP still bearing /-features. Although this derivation never converges because [uCase] on the copies of who in the embedded TP are transferred following NevinsÕs (2005) analysis of improper movement, this nonetheless seems to be an interesting prediction made by our analysis. At this point, however, we do not know of any way to test the prediction.
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As (13) and (14) show, null-operator movement does not cause weak crossover effects in (14) in contrast to (13), where the lexical wh-phrase (i.e., true quantifier) moves. Although weak crossover effects are widely used as a diagnostic for A¢-movement, Lasnik & StowellÕs findings imply that it is descriptively inadequate to say that weak crossover is caused by a certain configuration of A¢-binding. The weakest crossover effects instead suggest that only a true quantifier, which can be defined as a feature of categories, not merely an A¢-position, causes weak crossover effects. If so, the CI system needs to see features inside a category to decide whether an A¢-binder is a true quantifier or not. (See also Koopman & Sportiche 1983 :n. 17 regarding topicalization of a proper name and Chomsky 1982:n. 11 regarding relative pronouns suppressing Bijection [WCO] violations). These facts seem to support our hypothesis that A/A¢ properties should be at least in part defined categorially/featurally. 
Section Summary
In section 3, we have shown how our feature-split analysis rules out improper movement and explained A¢-opacity effects, whereby elements at A¢-positions are invisible to Agree between T and a subject. Moreover, feature splitting, which is compatible with ChomskyÕs (1964 ChomskyÕs ( , 1995b ) idea of compositional wh-phrases, provides us a new possibility for capturing the A/A¢ distinction in terms of features of categories. In section 4, we extend our discussion to the Bantu language Kilega and consider potential problems our analysis confronts. We also discuss morphosyntactic variation regarding feature splitting as well as the parameterization of A¢-opacity effects and ''proper improper movement.''
Feature Split Is Parameterized
Brief Review and Problems
Recall that one of the crucial motivations for the C-to-T feature-inheritance system in Chomsky 2007 Chomsky , 2008 , which our system is based on, is that C cannot keep [uF] for a convergent derivation. Rather, [uF] has to be inherited by T. As a result of the inheritance, T attracts features that it agreed with, whereas C attracts the rest of the features purely by the edge feature (i.e., without Agree). That is, the prediction is:
(15) C never directly triggers Agree because C lacks [uF] , given feature-inheritance. One problem we must address then is the apparent phenomenon of C-agreement, which appears inconsistent with (15).
Second, concerning A¢-opacity, our feature-split analysis renders a DP copy at a phase edge without /-features, thus explaining its invisibility to /-agreement in section 3.2. This mechanism predicts: (16) Once an element is attracted to a phase edge, the element can never be the goal of /-agreement.
As we will see, this too is not universally true. In the next section, we explore potential problems and a solution based on a descriptive morphosyntactic parameter.
Potential Problems: C-Agreement Languages
In this section, we consider Kilega, which is a Bantu language that appears to violate our predictions that (i) a phase head never triggers Agree and (ii) an element at a phase edge never undergoes /-agreement. (17a) and overt wh-fronting as in (17b). When the wh-phrase bíkí remains in situ in (17a), the verb agrees with the subject bábo bíkulu and bears the subject agreement morpheme. They also agree in noun class, as indicated by the number Ô2Õ. In contrast, when the wh-phrase overtly moves as exemplified in (17b), the verb moves to C and agrees with the fronted wh-phrase. As a result of this agreement, the verb gets the complementizer agreement morpheme and also the fronted wh-phrase and C share the same noun class number Ô8Õ. Let us see how Carstens (2005) derives (17b): (18) Move a. C [uφ] [ TP T [uφ] [ vP what [φ] [ vP Subj [φ] 
φ-Agree What moves to the edge of vP and then undergoes φ-agreement with T b. C [uφ] [ TP what [φ] (18c) , the edge feature on C attracts the wh-phrase. Carstens (2005) assumes that Case valuation in Kilega takes place independently of /-valuation, unlike Chomsky 2007 Chomsky , 2008 That is, in (18a), T /-agrees with the fronted wh-phrase but Case-agrees with the subject, which remains at Spec,vP.
The predictions in (15) and (16) are false for Kilega wh-constructions. Our current system predicts that C never triggers Agree because [uF] cannot be stranded on the edge C. However, in Kilega, C triggers /-agreement. Also, with respect to the other prediction, whereby an element fronted at a phase edge never undergoes /-agreement (as a goal), the wh-phrase fronted to the edge of vP does indeed undergo /-agreement with T and also with C in Kilega. If the same feature split as in English occurred in Kilega, [/] on the wh-phrase should already be split off, so that the wh-phrase at the edge lacks /-features. That is, [u/] on C and T should never be valued, contrary to fact.
In the next section, we will suggest that feature splitting is, in fact, parameterized between English-type and Kilega-type languages. Also, we will demonstrate that this parameterization predicts permissible improper movement in Kilega and lack of A¢-opacity (i.e., A¢-transparency) in agreement patterns, and so further supports our feature-split analysis.
How to Split Features: The Separation of [/] and [Case]
As explicated in the last section, our feature-split system has potential problemsnamely, the treatment of C-agreement languages such as Kilega. There are at least two issues that seem to be incompatible with our analysis:
• Problem 1: The Kilega wh-phrase retains /-features at and beyond the edge.
• Problem 2: A C head in Kilega has [u/], which triggers C-agreement with a wh-phrase, contra RichardsÕs and ChomskyÕs prediction that valued [uF] can never appear on the edge.
In this section, we consider how to accommodate these incompatibilities into the system proposed in sections 2 and 3.
Problem 1: /-features at phase-edge positions
Regarding Problem 1, the question is how the system makes it possible that an element moving to a phase edge keeps its /-features. In the previous sections, we claimed that, in the case of C-to-T feature inheritance, T attracts only features that it agreed with and C attracts the rest of the features purely by the edge feature. Since (19)-(20).
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(19) Ku-Lú gushwá kú -kili ku-á-twag-a nzogu maswá. 17-Lugushwa 17.SA-be.still 17.SA-a-stampede-fv 10.elephant 6.farm ÔAt Lugushwa, elephants are still stampeding over (the) farms.Õ (Carstens 2005:265) (20) a. Mutu t-á-ku-sol-ág-á muku wénené. 1.person neg-1.SA-prog-drunk-hab-fv 6.beer alone ÔA person does not usually drink beer alone.Õ b. Maku ta-má-ku-sol-ág-á mutu wéneéné. 6.beer neg-6.SA-prog-drink-hab-fv 1.person alone ÔNo one usually drinks beer alone.Õ (Carstens 2005:265) In (19), the subject is ÔelephantsÕ, whose noun class is marked with Ô10Õ. This element should be assigned nominative Case by T. However, the verb ÔstampedeÕ and the auxiliary Ôbe stillÕ on T bear the same noun class markers as the sentence-initial DP ÔLugushwaÕ, which is marked with Ô17Õ. That is, T in this example assigns Case to the subject ÔelephantÕ but [u/] on T is valued by the other DP ÔLugushwaÕ. ChomskyÕs analysis, whereby Case valuation on DP is universally a reflex of /-agreement, incorrectly predicts that T and the subject ÔelephantsÕ are both marked with Ô10Õ. The same contrast can be observed in (20) . If the subject ÔpersonÕ is placed at Spec,TP as in (20a), T gets the marker Ô1Õ from the subject. If the subject stays in the postverbal position as in (20b), the other DP ÔbeerÕ at Spec,TP assigns its noun class marker Ô6Õ to T and the subject ÔpersonÕ keeps the other marker Ô1Õ. That is, these Kilega data suggest that /-valuation does not necessarily coincide with Case valuation on DP.
Based on these kinds of data, Carstens (2005) concludes that Kilega Case valuation takes place independently of /-agreement, unlike in English.
CarstensÕs analysis provides us with a new possibility in feature splitting. Under ChomskyÕs system of Case valuation, a ''single'' Agree operation values both /-and Case features. But in Kilega, a single Agree operation involves only /-agreement or only Case valuation. In other words, T triggers two independent Agree operations: one is for [/] and the other is for [Case] . 29 What do these differences predict regarding feature split? In the single Agree operation case, both [Case] and [/] are involved in Agree at once. Therefore, these two features cannot be separated after Agree, so that they are ''fused'' in English-type languages. (See section 2.2 for more detail.) As a result, the edge feature on T only has the option to attract this ''inseparable'' feature set. In Kilega, on the other hand, [/] .) How to explain Kilega /-independent Case valuation under the current minimalist approach is beyond the scope of this paper, but for the sake of discussion, we will tentatively assume that the Kilega Case-feature system has something similar to wh-phrases in Chomsky 1995b and Grewendorf 2001 in terms of feature distributions, where a wh-phrase has both [uWh] Chomsky (2007:11, n. 16) 
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As an uninterpretable feature, EF cannot reach the interface, so presumably deletion of EF is an automatic part of the operation of Transfer. Note that the same cannot be assumed for the standard uninterpretable features, which can be deleted only when certain structural conditions are satisfied, and will crash the derivation otherwise.
EF is neither phonological nor semantic, so that regardless of it being valued or unvalued it should (but somehow does not) cause crash. 30 That is, EF has to disappear once it is satisfied in order to allow convergence. Given this argument, EF / in Kilegatype is also automatically deleted by Transfer along with valued [u/], so that the derivation never crashes. Thus, Kilega /-features, by being embedded as a part of EF, get deleted automatically because EF always does.
Summarizing so far, we suggested that there are two types of edge features: pure EF and EF / . That is, the edge feature is parameterized and equipped with those two values. English-type languages choose the former, and Kilega-type languages choose the latter. Although EF is [uF] , it is automatically deleted by the Transfer operation because of its different property from other [uF] . Therefore, EF / , as [uF] , triggers /-agreement with a wh-phrase, yet still undergoes automatic Transfer. This parameterization enables us to ''solve'' Problem 2: a C head in Kilega has valued [u/] under direct C-agreement with a wh-phrase. Under this proposal, C in Kilega can trigger /-agreement and bear valued [u/] at the edge, yet can do so without causing crash. In section 4.3, we addressed the potential problems involved in C-agreement languages such as Kilega. Table 1 summarizes the claims and identifies two predictions we will discuss in the next section.
The parameters developed in this section enable us to capture the differences between English-type and Kilega-type languages especially regarding C-agreement. The proposed parameters also make strong predictions with respect to both Kilega improper movement and A¢-opacity, as illustrated in Table 1 . The current system allows an element at a phase edge to bear [i/] in Kilega. That is, improper movement should be ''proper'' movement in Kilega. Additionally, A¢-opacity effects should not be observed-an element at an A¢-position (phase edge) itself bears /-features and so should block /-agreement across it. In the next two sections, we argue that these predictions are supported by the data. Example (23) has the same base form as (17) but the verb in (23) contains the morphemes both for subject agreement and for C-agreement. These data indicate that those two agreement morphemes cannot co-occur in a single sentence. Either is possible, but both never occur at once. 32 Why? As illustrated in (24), ÔwhatÕ, which was attracted from the object position, is at the edge of vP intervening between T and the subject Ôthose womenÕ. But notice that in Kilega [i/] on DP is attracted by a phase head (v in this case) along with [Q] . That is, the intervening ÔwhatÕ retains [i/], unlike in English-type languages. The [u/] on T then agrees with the closer [i/], that is, ÔwhatÕ, but not the subject, which rules out (23).
A¢-transparency/-opacity effects can be explained by the proposed slight parameterization of feature-splitting operations. 32 As discussed in den Dikken 2001, however, if the subject were a pronoun in (23), then the verb can undergo both subject agreement and C-agreement. As a reviewer suggests, this may well be due to the possible incorporation of pronominals. (See Baker 1988 , Bošković 1997 That is, the prediction is that Kilega-type feature split renders a moving element available as the goal of /-agreement by a probing upstairs T, and improper movement thought to be universally excluded should be permissible.
Consider again the derivation for Kilega C-agreement illustrated in (18). Movement of ÔwhatÕ occupies the following four positions traditionally (see Chomsky 1981) , characterized as follows: Object position (A) fi Edge-vP (A¢) fi Spec,TP (A) fi Edge-CP (A¢). These steps (i.e., A fi A¢ fi A) have been traditionally considered improper movement, which is not permissible in English-type languages. But in Kilega, the movement through these positions is allowed and the derivation in (18), in fact, converges.
Another Bantu language, Lusaamia, shows the same kind of C-agreement as Kilega and similarly allows improper movement (Carstens 2008): (25) a. Bi-bonekhana Ouma a-bwereo.
8.sa-appear
Ouma 3.sa-leave ÔIt appears that Ouma left.Õ b. Ouma a-bonekhana a-bwereo.
Ouma 3.sa-appear 3.sa-leave ÔOuma appears as if he left.Õ
The subject ÔOumaÕ has the noun class marker Ô3Õ. In (25a), the embedded verb ÔleaveÕ is marked with Ô3Õ but the matrix verb ÔappearÕ is marked with Ô8Õ. This means that ÔOumaÕ stays in the embedded clause and agrees only with the embedded T. In (25b), on the other hand, both of the verbs are marked with Ô3Õ, which is assigned by the subject ÔOumaÕ. That is, ÔOumaÕ first agrees also with the embedded T. Then, it moves to the matrix clause and agrees with the matrix T. The subject movement ends up landing at the matrix Spec,TP. The latter case is the same type of raising as the English data presented in (1c): *John seems (that) is intelligent. In Lusaamia, (25b) is grammatical, in contrast to the ungrammaticality in English.
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As expected, improper movement is ''proper'' movement in Bantu languages such as Kilega and Lusaamia. That is, these data suggest that improper movement, which concerns Agree between morphological features under our approach, is in fact parameterized, as is the morphology of these languages. In this sense, our system can be distinguished from previous approaches, where improper movement is universally excluded, while also indicating a connection between (un)availability of C-agreement and the permissibility of improper movement. Here, we revisit the issue of the A/A¢ distinction, which was discussed in section 3.4. The feature-split analysis enables us to recapture A/A¢-position types in terms of features of categories. In the English-type derivation, a copy appearing at a phaseedge position lacks [i/] because of feature split. In the previous section, we suggested: A-positions are categories with /-features, whereas A¢-positions are categories without /-features. This category/feature-based distinction predicts that phase-edge positions such as Spec,CP bearing /-features are A-positions in Kilega and Lusaamia. This also entails that wh-movement in Kilega and Lusaamia is actually A-movement, in contrast to English-type wh-movement construed as A¢-movement. With respect to this issue, Vicki Carstens (p.c.) reports that Kilega and Lusaamia informants show reconstruction in wh-movement but no weak crossover effects. The following data are from Lusaamia:
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(26) Ni esitabu sina khu biaye i bidatu si o-para mbwe cop 7.book 7.which loc 8.his 8.three 7.wh.agr 2sg-think that buri omwana we esikuli i a-som-anga? 1.of 7.school 3sg-read-hab every 1.child ÔWhich among his 3 books do you think every student reads?Õ (27) Wina i yi embwa eyae i i-ya-khera? 1.who 1.wh.agr 9.dog 9.his 9.sa-pres-love ÔWho does his dog love?Õ In (26), the bound-variable reading is available between Ôevery studentÕ and ÔhisÕ in Lusaamia, like in English. This indicates that the wh-phrase is reconstructed to the original position, which Ôevery studentÕ can bind. In (27), on the other hand, ÔhisÕ can receive bound-variable interpretation in Lusaamia, unlike in English. That is, no weak crossover effect is observed in this language. The same behaviors are also reported in Kilega, according to Carstens (p.c.) . Based only on such weak-crossover data, it seems premature to say that Kilega and Lusaamia wh-movement is A-movement. However, we can at least think that Kilega and Lusaamia wh-movement, which bears /-features, behaves differently from English wh-movement, which does not have 34 Dutch is a language between the English type, which disallows improper movement and does not show C-agreement, and the Kilega type, which allows improper movement and has C-agreement. Dutch shows C-agreement like Kilega but does not allow improper movement. The current system cannot capture this type of language straightforwardly. As for this issue, we will tentatively assume that Dutch also takes the English-type parameter value, so that ungrammaticality of improper movement is explained. With respect to C-agreement, we adopt ZwartÕs (2006) analysis, where C-agreement in Dutch can be explained without appeal to the Agree operation, and hence is argued not to be an agreement phenomenon in the formal sense. 35 We are very grateful to Vicki Carstens for providing us with the Lusaamia data.
/-features, with respect to traditional A¢-movement diagnostics. It might be possible to consider that these differences are attributable to the (un)availability of /-features on wh-phrases, although much further research is required to determine the adequacy of our proposal (12) 
Summary and Discussion
We presented an account of improper movement based on ChomskyÕs (2007 ChomskyÕs ( , 2008 phase-based derivational system. The legitimacy of improper movement is, we claim, parameterized. In some but not all I-languages, it is excluded as a consequence of the feature-split hypothesis and without appeal to the Activity Condition. Feature splitting is parameterized between English-type and Kilega-type languages. The parameters concern feature hierarchies (bundling and separability) of functional features universally present in morphosyntactic feature inventories. We also argued that A¢-opacity/-transparency effects are parameterized and unified with, hence covary with, improper movement. As a consequence of the proposed analysis, we conjecture that A/A¢ properties can be recaptured categorially/featurally in terms of the presence or absence of /-features. However, several problems still remain, necessitating further consideration. One is multiple-Case-assignment phenomena as discussed in Bejar & Massam 1999: In languages such as Hungarian, Case on DP can be ''revised'' even after the DP undergoes A¢-movement:
(28) Kiket mondtad hogy szeretnél ha eljönnének? who-acc you-said that you-would-like if came.3pl ÔWho did you say that you would like it if they came?Õ (Bejar & Massam 1999 :66, citing Kiss 1985 Kiket Ôwho-accÕ is extracted out of the subject position of the if clause, where it receives nominative Case. On the way to the final landing site, it gets accusative Case from the intermediate verb and the second Case-accusative Case-is always realized. That is, Case is multiply assigned to kiket, although this is a constructionspecific phenomenon. 36 In our system, such a language is categorized as a Kilegatype, which allows an element moved to an A¢-position to still bear /-features (and so, allowing Case valuation of the DP by the higher v/V under /-agreement). 37 However, Hungarian (contra our expectations) does not show C-agreement. For example, a moved wh-object bearing /-features and occupying an outer Spec,vP is expected to (but apparently does not) serve as a possible, goal of a probing C. We have no explanation here for this apparent subparameterization of C-agreement. 38, 39 
